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The literature on self-control emphasizes that temptation is costly. The
authors propose that temptation entails not only costs but also benefits
for consumers. These arise from self-signaling effects of how consumers
handle tempting choice options. Succumbing to temptation is a (costly)
self-signal of weak willpower, whereas resisting temptation is a
(beneficial) self-signal of strong willpower. Five experiments demonstrate
that these self-signaling costs and benefits of temptation depend not only
on the chosen item but also on the temptation from the nonchosen
options. The authors discuss theoretical implications of their findings for
research on impulsive choice and self-control and on self-signaling and
managerial implications for pricing and assortment strategies.
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It is good to be without vices, but it is not good to be
without temptations.
—Walter Bagehot (1826–1877), British economist,
journalist, early editor of The Economist, as quoted
in Biographical Studies

The vast amount of choices in the marketplace is often a
source of temptation for consumers. Such temptation is
typically viewed as being costly. Fearful of the conse-
quences of succumbing to temptation, consumers often limit
their own access to tempting vice options through precom-
mitment, which is inconsistent with standard notions of
rational choice (Gul and Pesendorfer 2001; O’Donoghue
and Rabin 1999; Schelling 1984; Wertenbroch 1998). Thus,
smokers often choose to buy cigarettes in single packs
instead of cartons to limit their consumption (Wertenbroch

2003). Yet as the Bagehot quotation suggests, temptation
might also confer benefits. Because consumers must expend
willpower to resist temptation (Bénabou and Tirole 2004;
Hoch and Loewenstein 1991; Muraven, Tice, and Baumeis-
ter 1998), they may make positive attributions about them-
selves when they successfully resist temptation.
We explore the interplay of the psychic costs of succumb-

ing to, and the benefits of resisting, temptation when choos-
ing from choice sets that contain both vice (e.g., eating ham-
burgers, surfing the Internet) and virtue (e.g., eating
broccoli, reading this paper) options.1 We refer to these sets
as mixed opportunity sets. Our main contribution is to
demonstrate that the composition of a mixed set can reveal
either costs or benefits of temptation, which in turn affect
the overall utility of the chosen option; specifically, the
costs of temptation are revealed when consumers choose a
tempting vice option instead of an available virtue, and the
benefits are revealed when consumers resist the tempting
vice option and choose the virtue instead.
An example of this is a consumer who is choosing from a

mixed set of relative vices (e.g., unhealthy snacks such as
candy bars) and relative virtues (e.g., healthy fresh fruit
such as apples). We propose that if the consumer succumbs

1Vices are goods that are tempting to consume but whose consumption
may entail negative consequences in the future; virtues are goods that are
tempting not to consume, though their consumption may entail positive
future consequences (for a formal definition of vices and virtues in the con-
text of self-control problems, see Wertenbroch 1998). Related distinctions
in the literature have been made between affective and cognitive goods
(e.g., Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999) and between hedonic and utilitarian goods
(e.g., Dhar and Wertenbroch 2000).



to the temptation and chooses a candy bar from this mixed
opportunity set, the utility will be less than if he or she
chooses the same candy bar from a homogeneous opportu-
nity set that contains only vices. Conversely, we propose
that if the consumer resists the temptation and chooses an
apple from this mixed opportunity set, the utility will be
greater than if he or she chooses the same apple from a
homogeneous opportunity set that contains only virtues. As
this example illustrates, the costs of succumbing to tempta-
tion and the benefits of resisting temptation depend on the
opportunities provided by the other options in the set, which
either reduce or enhance the utility of the chosen option.
To account for the effects of opportunity sets on overall

utility, we develop a theoretical framework that relies on the
notion of self-signaling (Prelec and Bodner 2003) and the
related notion of how inferences from choices shape beliefs
about self-identity (Khan and Dhar 2006). Specifically, con-
sumers’ choices generate evidence that they possess certain
(un)desirable traits or preferences (e.g., Jeffrey 1974), even
though the choices themselves have no causal effect on the
underlying characteristics.2 We propose that this utility of
self-signaling from a person’s choices depends not only on
what is chosen but also on the nonchosen items in the
opportunity set, because the strength of the self-signal
depends on the presence and intensity of the temptation
from these other available options.
We show experimentally that the nonchosen options com-

municate positive or negative self-signals that affect the
utility associated with choice. We further propose that these
self-signaling costs and benefits of temptation not only
affect the utility consumers derive from their choices but
also prospectively affect consumer preferences. For exam-
ple, we show that consumers who believe in their ability to
resist temptation will seek out mixed opportunity sets that
contain both virtues and vices rather than homogeneous sets
that contain only virtues because resisting the temptation
that emanates from mixed sets provides signaling benefits.
We organize the remainder of this article as follows: We

first develop a self-signaling framework for understanding
how the utility of a chosen virtue or vice option depends on
the composition of the opportunity set. From a brief review
of prior research relevant to self-signaling and identity fluc-
tuations, we develop our proposition that a mixed opportu-
nity set can either add to or detract from the utility obtained
from choice. We then test this proposition and its implica-
tions for consumer choice in five experiments using hypo-
thetical and real choices. We conclude with a discussion of
theoretical implications for impulsive choice, self-control,
and self-signaling research and of their managerial implica-
tions for pricing and assortment strategies.

OPPORTUNITY SETS AND UTILITY FROM SELF-
SIGNALING

In standard economic treatment, the utility of a chosen
item is independent of the nonchosen options in the choice

set (Luce 1959). In the example we provided in the preced-
ing section, this implies that a consumer who chooses an
apple would derive the same utility from choosing that
apple from a mixed opportunity set {apple, candy bar} or
from a homogeneous opportunity set {apple, other virtuous
options}. Conversely, a consumer who chooses a candy bar
would derive the same utility from choosing that candy bar
from a mixed opportunity set {apple, candy bar} or from a
homogeneous opportunity set {candy bar, other vices}. In
contrast to this standard account, research on context effects
and regret in decision making shows that nonchosen options
can potentially influence the utility associated with the cho-
sen options (e.g., Bell 1982; Sagi and Friedland 2007;
Simonson and Tversky 1992). Building on the concept of
utility from self-signaling in choice, we extend the notion of
context-dependent utility to choices made from different
opportunity sets that include virtue and vice options.
Research on self-perception and self-signaling suggests

that people infer from the option they choose what kind of
person they are (Bem 1972; Bénabou and Tirole 2004; Dun-
ning 2007; Prelec and Bodner 2003). This idea is consistent
with Quattrone and Tversky’s (1984) classic study in which
participants were led to believe that either increases or
decreases in their pain tolerance when repeatedly submerg-
ing their forearm in a container of cold water were diagnos-
tic of a long life expectancy. The researchers found that par-
ticipants’ cold water tolerance changed in the direction they
thought was diagnostic of a long and healthy life, even
though they knew that enduring the pain would not causally
alter their life expectancy. Prelec and Bodner (2003) provide
a theoretical account of how utility from such self-signaling
can guide choices. To the best of our knowledge, no empiri-
cal work has examined the role of self-signaling in con-
sumer choice.
We extend this notion of self-signaling to opportunity sets

by showing empirically that the strength of a self-signal
depends not only on a person’s chosen option but also on the
options he or she rejected. For example, when a person goes
jogging, part of his or her overall utility may come from
being able to resist more tempting opportunities. In particu-
lar, consumers are likely to derive more self-signaling utility
from jogging when the set contains more tempting opportu-
nities (e.g., watching their favorite television show) rather
than less tempting opportunities (e.g., grading papers). The
magnitude of the self-signaling utility depends on the inten-
sity of the temptation from the nonchosen options. Thus,
choosing a virtue (e.g., a less tasty but healthy apple) from a
mixed opportunity set that also includes tempting vices
serves as a stronger positive self-signal than choosing the
virtue from a homogeneous opportunity set that consists of
healthy items only.
Conversely, consider the choice of a vice (e.g., a tasty but

unhealthy candy bar). The consumption of vices implies a
negative self-signaling utility because it is associated with
negative self-attributions (e.g., Giner-Sorolla 2001; Khan
and Dhar 2006; Kivetz and Zheng 2006). We propose that
the strength of the negative self-signal depends on the
extent to which the opportunity set strengthens the negative
self-attributions. Thus, the choice of a vice provides a more
negative self-signal when the vice was chosen from a mixed
set that also included more virtuous, healthier snacks than
when the opportunity set included only vices.
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2An important question that is beyond the scope of the current research
pertains to the distinction between self-signaling effects that entail transi-
tory fluctuations in perceived identity versus those that entail more stable
identity-relevant beliefs (e.g., Mandel 2003). We also do not address the
extent to which self-signaling choices may coincide with choices made to
enhance impression management vis-à-vis other consumers—that is, sig-
naling to others (e.g., Leary and Kowalski 1990).
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Although utility from self-signaling and the context-
independent utility of the chosen option are conceptually
distinct, we posit that consumers incorporate both types of
utility into an overall utility. This assumption is in line with
other models of context-dependent utility (e.g., Higgins et
al. 2003; Thaler 1985). In particular, Prelec and Bodner’s
(2003) model of strategic self-signaling suggests that choice
reflects two utility components: outcome utility (i.e., the
context-independent utility of an option) and diagnostic
utility (i.e., the utility or disutility of learning about the type
of person one is as signaled by choice). In the studies con-
ducted for the current research, we examine the effect of
opportunity set composition on overall utility, as inferred
from measures of satisfaction, willingness to pay (WTP),
and choices. Our main proposition is that the negative self-
signal or attributions from choosing a vice from a mixed
opportunity set yield lower overall utility than that derived
from the negative self-signal from choosing the vice from a
homogeneous set. In contrast, the positive self-signal or
attributions from choosing a virtue from a mixed opportu-
nity set yield greater overall utility than that derived from
the positive self-signal from choosing the virtue from a
homogeneous opportunity set.
We summarize our predictions using the following nota-

tion. The context-independent utility of a vice is denoted by
v(h) and that of a virtue by v(u). The context-dependent util-
ity of choosing a vice from a mixed set that contains both
the vice and the virtue is v(h{h, u}). Following the same
notation, v(u{h, u}) represents the utility of choosing a
virtue from a mixed set. We contrast these with v(h{h}), the
utility of choosing a vice from a homogeneous set that con-
tains only vices, and v(u{u}), the utility of choosing a
virtue from a set that contains only virtues. We predict the
following:
(1) v(h{h}) > v(h{h, u}), and

(2) v(u{u}) < v(u{h, u}).
Next, we present five studies to test these hypotheses.

Note that consumers will be motivated to make choices that
enhance self-signaling utility only if they have an intuition
about how the opportunity set influences the overall utility
of the chosen option. Accordingly, Studies 1 and 2 test con-
sumers’ intuitions about the overall utility of a chosen
option based on the composition of the opportunity set.
Study 3 shows that these intuitions are consistent with self-
signaling as opposed to alternative accounts and that the
overall utility of a chosen option varies with the diagnostic
utility the opportunity set provides. As a further test of our
theoretical framework, we then examine two crucial impli-
cations of self-signaling for consumer choice. Study 4 uses
real choices to show that the overall utility of a vice or a
virtue as a function of the opportunity set is in line with con-
sumers’ intuitive beliefs about self-signaling. Study 5 shows
that consumers’ prospective preferences for mixed and
homogeneous opportunity sets align with their self-signaling
intuitions.

STUDY 1: INTUITIONS ABOUT UTILITY FROM
OPPORTUNITY SETS

Study 1 uses hypothetical scenarios describing opportunity
sets to test consumers’ intuitions about the overall utility of

a chosen option depending on the composition of the oppor-
tunity set. Specifically, participants assess from which oppor-
tunity set the selection of an item would provide more utility.
Method
Participants were 90 undergraduate students at a north-

eastern university who received course credit for their partici-
pation. There were two randomly assigned between-subjects
conditions, each featuring a vignette describing a consumer
choice scenario. Respondents in the vice selection condition
were asked to imagine having chosen a vice (chocolate chip
cookies) on two snacking occasions, once from a mixed and
once from a homogeneous set. Conversely, respondents
assigned to the virtue selection condition were asked to
imagine having chosen a virtue (prunes), also once from a
mixed and once from a homogeneous set. The dependent
variable was a measure of overall utility as indicated by
self-reported relative satisfaction with the chosen option as a
function of the opportunity set. We illustrate the vignette in
the vice selection condition, with the manipulation in italics:

Imagine you often have an afternoon snack from a
snack machine. On some occasions, you choose tasty,
less healthy snacks, and on other occasions you choose
less tasty but healthy snacks. Now consider the follow-
ing two scenarios.

•One afternoon, the machine has both healthy, less
tasty snacks such as prunes and dried raisins and great
tasting but less healthy snacks such as chocolate chip
cookies and salted peanuts. You have some chocolate
chip cookies.
•Another afternoon, the machine has only tasty, less
healthy snacks such as chocolate chip cookies and
salted peanuts. You have some chocolate chip cookies.

On which occasion does choosing the chocolate chip
cookies give you greater satisfaction?
[___] When the snack machine offers both great tasting

but less healthy snacks and healthy but less tasty
snacks.

[___] When the snack machine offers only great tasting
but less healthy snacks.

[___] It makes no difference.
The vignette in the virtue selection condition read as follows:

Imagine you often have an afternoon snack from a
snack machine. On some occasions, you choose tasty,
less healthy snacks, and on other occasions you choose
less tasty but healthy snacks. Now consider the follow-
ing two scenarios.
•One afternoon, the machine has both healthy, less
tasty snacks such as prunes and dried raisins and great
tasting but less healthy snacks such as chocolate chip
cookies and salted peanuts. You have some prunes.
•Another afternoon, the machine has only less tasty,
healthy snacks such as prunes and dried raisins. You
have some prunes.

On which occasion does choosing the prunes give you
greater satisfaction?
[___] When the snack machine offers both great tasting

but less healthy snacks and healthy but less tasty
snacks.



[___] When the snack machine offers only healthy but
less tasty snacks.

[___] It makes no difference.

Results and Discussion
The results were as predicted. The overall utility as meas-

ured by relative satisfaction with both the vice and the
virtue choices depended on the type of opportunity set from
which the item was chosen (2(1) = 13.2, p < .001). As we
show in Figure 1, a significantly greater number of partici-
pants reported that the choice of the vice would lead to
greater satisfaction when it came from the homogeneous
set, in which virtue options were absent, than when it came
from the mixed set, in which both vice and virtue options
were available (54% vs. 22%; 2(1) = 5.8, p < .02; 24%
reported that the opportunity set would not affect their util-
ity, n = 45). As we also expected, a significantly greater
number of participants reported that they would be more
satisfied with the choice of the virtue when it came from the
mixed set, in which both vice and virtue options were avail-
able, than when it came the homogeneous set, in which vice
options were absent (56% vs. 20%; 2(1) = 7.5, p < .01;
24% reported that the opportunity set would not affect their
utility, n = 45).
We replicated this pattern of results with a second

vignette involving a choice of dinner entrée, in which the
utility of choosing a steak or choosing organic pasta similarly
depended on whether these vice or virtue options were cho-
sen from homogeneous or mixed opportunity sets (2(1) =
5.7, p < .05). The vice provided directionally greater satis-
faction when chosen from a homogeneous set (31% vs.
24%; 2(1) = .36, p < 1; 44% reported that the opportunity
set would not affect their utility, n = 45), whereas the virtue
provided greater satisfaction when chosen from a mixed set
(58% vs. 20%, 2(1) = 8.3, p < .001; 22% reported that the
opportunity set would not affect their utility, n = 45).
Although these results support our hypotheses, a poten-

tial limitation of the within-subjects design of Study 1 was
that it might have encouraged participants to explicitly com-

pare the outcome of choosing from the mixed versus the
homogeneous opportunity sets, thus highlighting the differ-
ence between the two sets. Although providing an explicit
no-difference response option minimizes such a concern
(Dhar and Simonson 1999), we next test our hypotheses in
a situation in which participants are exposed only to a single
opportunity set. In addition, we explore the implications of
self-signaling from opportunity sets through a behavioral
measure of utility. Specifically, we examine whether the
consumer-stated WTP for a vice or a virtue option directly
reflects the self-signaling utility derived from the opportu-
nity set.
STUDY 2: SELF-SIGNALING INTUITIONS AND WTP
Our self-signaling account states why choosing a vice or

a virtue option might be associated with different degrees of
overall utility depending on the composition of the opportu-
nity set. As we propose, selecting a vice from a mixed
opportunity set induces a negative self-attribution that
diminishes its overall utility. Thus, consumer WTP for a
vice should be higher when it comes from a homogeneous
set than when it comes from a mixed opportunity set. Con-
versely, selecting a virtue from a mixed opportunity set
induces a positive self-attribution that enhances its overall
utility. Thus, consumer WTP for a virtue should be higher
when it comes from a mixed opportunity set than when it
comes from a homogeneous opportunity set.
Method
Participants were 178 students at a northeastern univer-

sity who received course credit for their participation. They
responded to a vignette describing dinner choices. The
experiment used a 2 ¥ 2 between-subjects design. The first
factor varied whether participants were asked to imagine
that they were choosing to consume a vice (steak) or a
virtue (organic pasta) option. The second factor manipu-
lated whether they were choosing from a mixed (vice and
virtue options) or a homogeneous opportunity set (vice or
virtue options). The dependent variable was participants’
stated WTP for the chosen item. The wording in the vice
[virtue] selection condition is in italics [brackets]. The
homogeneous opportunity set condition read as follows:

Imagine that you go out to dinner with friends. The
restaurant has only tasty, less healthy dishes such as
delicious steak [only healthy, less tasty dishes such as
organic pasta]. You choose steak [organic pasta].

In this situation, what is the maximum amount you
would be willing to pay for the steak [organic pasta]?

Please fill in a dollar (to the penny if you like) amount
here. $ [____.__]

The mixed opportunity set condition read:
Imagine that you go out to dinner with friends. The
restaurant has both tasty, less healthy dishes such as
delicious steak and healthy, less tasty dishes such as
organic pasta. You choose steak [organic pasta].

In this situation, what is the maximum amount you
would be willing to pay for the steak [organic pasta]?
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Figure 1
PROPORTIONS OF RESPONDENTS IN STUDY 1 INDICATING
GREATER OVERALL UTILITY FROM CHOOSING FROM MIXED

OR HOMOGENEOUS OPPORTUNITY SETS
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Please fill in a dollar (to the penny if you like) amount
here. $ [____.__]

Results and Discussion
The results appear in Figure 2 and reveal the predicted

interaction effect of item type (vice vs. virtue) and set
(mixed vs. homogeneous) on WTP (F(1, 176) = 11.25, p <
.001, based on logged WTP). Participants stated a higher
WTP for the virtue option when it was chosen from a mixed
set than when it was chosen from a homogeneous set
(Mmixed = $13.26 vs. Mhomogeneous = $11.08; t = 3.01, p <
.01). In contrast, participants’ stated WTP for the vice
option was marginally significantly higher when it was cho-
sen from a homogeneous set than when it was chosen from
a mixed set (Mhomogeneous = $17.11 vs. Mmixed = $15.00; t =
1.68, p < .10).
A second vignette involving snacks (prunes and choco-

late chip cookies) yielded a similar interaction effect (F(1,
177) = 4.85, p < .03). Stated WTP for the virtue was higher
when it was chosen from a mixed set (Mmixed = $1.20 vs.
Mhomogeneous = $0.91; t = 2.43, p < .05), whereas stated
WTP for the vice was directionally higher when it was cho-
sen from a homogeneous set (Mhomogeneous = $1.24 vs.
Mmixed = $1.00; t = .69, p < 1).
Studies 1 and 2 show that the opportunity set from which

vice and virtue options are chosen affects the overall utility
that consumers derive from their choices. A possible alter-
native account of why choosing a virtue option appears
more attractive when the opportunity set contains vices and
why choosing a vice option appears more attractive when
the opportunity set excludes virtues—an account that does
not rely on self-signaling—is based on a perceptual contrast
effect that could arise from potential differences in the over-
all attractiveness of the choice options. Specifically, the
presence of a vice might create a negative contrast that
would enhance the attractiveness of a virtue in the mixed set
compared with the homogeneous set. Similarly, the pres-
ence of a virtue might create a positive contrast that would
reduce the reported utility of a vice in the mixed set com-
pared with its reported utility in the homogeneous set. Note
that such a contrast effect implies that respondents focus
their comparison of the two options on the health dimen-
sion, on which the virtue is superior to the vice. However,
respondents’ attitudes toward the choice options may be
based not only on the health but also on the taste dimension
that characterizes each option. If respondents focus on the

taste dimension, a contrast effect would make the opposite
prediction that the presence of a tastier vice will decrease
the attractiveness of a less tasty virtue. Thus, the alternative
account based on a contrast effect does not make a system-
atic prediction. Furthermore, the WTP data show that par-
ticipants took taste considerations into account, as reflected
by the higher WTP for the vice than for the virtue option,
contrary to a contrast effect based on focusing on the health
dimension (Figure 2). Neither scenario revealed a main
effect of greater WTP for the virtue than for the vice, ruling
out such a contrast effect.
These results demonstrate an important implication of the

effect of opportunity sets on choice. Consumers directly
incorporate the value of the self-signal from the opportunity
set into the overall utility they derive from the chosen option.
They are willing to pay more for virtues that are offered in
mixed sets and more for vices that are sold from sets that do
not contain virtues. To further test this self-signaling expla-
nation and provide a boundary condition, Study 3 manipu-
lates the signal value of the opportunity set by varying the
feasibility of the nonchosen options. Research shows that
people’s causal attributions depend on constraints on the
feasibility of nonchosen options. For example, Miller, Visser,
and Staub (2005) find that participants attributed lower hon-
esty to a target person who acted honestly when there was a
situational constraint against acting dishonestly (e.g., a video
surveillance camera) than when there was no such constraint.
Similarly, we propose that the nature of self-signaling attri-
butions is also influenced by limits on the feasibility of
other options in the opportunity set.

STUDY 3: THE SIGNAL VALUE OF TEMPTATION
To provide evidence of the self-signaling process, we

now vary the signal value inherent in the forgone opportu-
nity. Consider again our proposition that a context-induced
self-attribution from resisting or succumbing to temptation
affects the utility of the chosen option. Specifically, a nega-
tive self-attribution from choosing a vice should be dimin-
ished when the feasibility of choosing a virtue option is lim-
ited. For example, consider the following opportunity sets,
A: {organic pasta, steak} and B: {organic pasta with garlic
sauce to which you are allergic, steak}, where choosing the
pasta dish from B is no longer feasible. Thus, a person who
succumbs to temptation by choosing the vice option from B
will be less likely to attribute his or her choice to weakness
of will than a person who chooses the vice option from A.
As a result, we predict that choosing the vice from a mixed
set that limits the feasibility of the virtue options provides
more utility than choosing it from a mixed set with unlim-
ited feasibility.
Similarly, a positive self-attribution from choosing a

virtue will be diminished when the feasibility of choosing a
vice option is limited. For example, consider the following
opportunity sets: A: {organic pasta, steak} and B: {organic
pasta, steak with cream sauce to which you are allergic},
where choosing the vice from B is not feasible. Thus, a per-
son who chooses the pasta from B will be less likely to
attribute his or her choice to strength of willpower than a
person who chooses the pasta from A. As a result, we pre-
dict that choosing the virtue from a mixed set that limits the
feasibility of the vice options provides less utility than
choosing it from a mixed set with unlimited feasibility.

Figure 2
MEAN WTP IN STUDY 2 AS A FUNCTION OF OPPORTUNITY SET
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Method
Eighty-nine shoppers in New York City were recruited to

participate in this experiment in return for $1. They were
randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In one condi-
tion, they were asked to imagine having chosen a vice
option on two separate occasions. Participants in the other
condition were asked to imagine having chosen a virtue
option on two separate occasions. To manipulate the feasi-
bility of the nonchosen options in the mixed opportunity set,
respondents were told to assume that they were allergic to
an ingredient (e.g., sauce) in those options on one occasion.
We asked participants to select the opportunity set for which
they would be more satisfied with the chosen item. The vice
selection condition read as follows:

Imagine you often eat out. Sometimes you eat rich,
greasy meat dishes that taste great. At other times you
eat low-fat and organic pasta dishes that are less tasty.
Now consider the following two scenarios.
•One evening, the restaurant you visit offers rich,
greasy, great-tasting meat dishes such as steak and
low-fat, less tasty dishes such as organic pasta. You
choose a steak.
•Another evening, the restaurant you visit also offers
rich, greasy, great-tasting meat dishes such as steak
and low-fat, less tasty dishes such as organic pasta.
However, that evening, the pasta dishes are prepared
with garlic sauce, to which you are allergic. You
choose a steak.
On which occasion are you more satisfied with your
choice of the steak?
[___] When the restaurant offers great tasting meat

dishes and low-fat, less tasty pasta dishes.
[___] When the restaurant offers great tasting meat

dishes and low-fat, less tasty pasta dishes that are
prepared with the garlic sauce.

[___] It makes no difference.
The virtue selection condition read:

Imagine you often eat out. Sometimes you eat rich,
greasy meat dishes that taste great. At other times you
eat low-fat and organic pasta dishes that are less tasty.
Now consider the following two scenarios.
•One evening, the restaurant you visit offers rich,
greasy, great-tasting meat dishes such as steak and
low-fat, less tasty dishes such as organic pasta. You
choose organic pasta.
•Another evening, the restaurant you visit also offers
rich, greasy, great-tasting meat dishes such as steak
and low-fat, less tasty dishes such as organic pasta.
However, that evening, the meat dishes are prepared
with cream sauce, to which you are allergic. You
choose organic pasta.
On which occasion are you more satisfied with your
choice of the organic pasta?
[___] When the restaurant offers great tasting meat

dishes and low-fat, less tasty pasta dishes.
[___] When the restaurant offers great tasting meat

dishes that are prepared with the cream sauce and
low-fat, less tasty pasta dishes.

[___] It makes no difference.

Results and Discussion
Our analysis confirmed the prediction that limiting the

feasibility of the nonchosen option affects the utility from
self-signaling and, thus, the overall utility of the chosen
option. As predicted, we found an interaction effect of
whether the nonchosen options were feasible and whether
the chosen item was a virtue or a vice (2(1) = 14.1, p <
.001). As we show in Figure 3, participants reported greater
overall utility of the vice option when it came from an
opportunity set in which the nonchosen virtue was infeasi-
ble rather than feasible (48% vs. 16%; 2(1) = 7.0, p < .01;
36% reported that the limit on the feasibility would not
affect their utility, n = 44). Conversely, participants reported
greater overall utility of the virtue option when it came from
an opportunity set in which the nonchosen vice was feasible
rather than infeasible (58% vs. 22%; 2(1) = 7.1, p < .01;
20% reported that the limit on the feasibility would not
affect their utility, n = 45).
This pattern of results was replicated in a second vignette

involving a snack choice similar to the one described in
Study 1 (2(1) = 12.3, p < .001). Again, the vice option
yielded greater overall utility when chosen over an infeasi-
ble virtue (50% vs. 23%; 2(1) = 4.5, p < .05; 27% reported
that the limit on the feasibility would not affect their utility,
n = 44), whereas the virtue option yielded greater overall
utility when chosen over a feasible vice (53% vs. 18%;
2(1) = 8.0, p < .01; 28% reported that the limit on the fea-
sibility would not affect their utility, n = 45).
In summary, Study 3 shows that the overall utility of the

same chosen option varies with the feasibility of the non-
chosen alternatives in the mixed opportunity set—that is,
with the diagnostic utility provided by the set. Nonchosen
virtue options that are feasible alternative opportunities to a
chosen vice provide a stronger negative signal to consumers
that they have succumbed to temptation. Conversely, non-
chosen vice options that are feasible alternative opportuni-
ties to a chosen virtue provide a stronger positive signal to
consumers that they have resisted temptation. However,
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Figure 3
PROPORTIONS OF RESPONDENTS IN STUDY 3 INDICATING
GREATER OVERALL UTILITY FROM OPPORTUNITY SETS
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such a negative (positive) self-attribution from choosing a
vice (virtue) is diminished when the feasibility of the non-
chosen virtue (vice) opportunities is limited.
The design and the findings of Study 3 further rule out

the contrast effect discussed previously. Unlike Studies 1
and 2, in which both taste and health were natural consider-
ations when choosing among virtue and vice options, Study
3 might have primed a greater health focus by referring to
an allergy. Accordingly, choosing a virtue in the presence of
unhealthy vices may enhance its attractiveness by making
the positive health effects of the virtue more salient. Con-
versely, choosing a vice in the presence of healthy virtues
may reduce its attractiveness by making the negative health
effects of the vice more salient. Such a perceptually based
contrast effect cannot explain our data in Study 3, because
we varied only the feasibility of the opportunities; the two
opportunity sets that participants compared both contained
virtues and vices, holding a possible perceptual contrast
with the nonchosen option fixed. Furthermore, such a con-
trast effect would suggest that choosing the virtue in the
presence of a vice, to which one is allergic, should make the
negative health effects of the vice even more salient and
thus lead to greater satisfaction with the chosen virtue than
when there is no allergy to the vice—the reverse of what we
predicted and found in the virtue selection condition.

STUDY 4: SELF-SIGNALING UTILITY IN
CONSEQUENTIAL CHOICES

The studies thus far have relied on testing the self-signaling
account by considering consumer intuitions about the utility
of an item they were asked to imagine having chosen from
different opportunity sets. Because respondents did not
actively make these choices, we also need to demonstrate that
evaluations of their actual choices correspond to their intu-
itions. Our self-signaling account of consumer choice sug-
gests that people generate positive (negative) self-attributions
from their choices and that these attributions enhance
(reduce) the overall utility they derive from these choices.
Study 4 allows participants to make real choices and com-
pares the overall utility of a given item depending on
whether it is chosen from a homogeneous or from a mixed
set. To isolate the effect of the opportunity set on the utility,
we had to ensure that participants chose the same item from
both the homogeneous and the mixed set. Following prior
findings that environmental goal activation guides subse-
quent choices (e.g., Chartrand et al. 2008), we recruited one
group of student participants at a fast-food restaurant so that
the choice of a vice from both opportunity sets would be
more likely, thereby allowing us to compare the two utilities
across the two sets. Similarly, we recruited another group of
participants at a university gym so that the choice of a virtue
option from both opportunity sets would be more likely.
Method
Participants were 156 students at a northeastern univer-

sity. As we stated previously, students were approached
either at the university gym (gym condition, n = 77) or at a
campus fast-food restaurant (fast-food condition, n = 79).
Participants in the fast-food condition were randomly
assigned to choose either from a mixed opportunity set that
included both vices (different candy bars) and virtues (dif-
ferent fresh fruits) or from a homogeneous set that included

only vices. Participants in the gym condition chose from the
same mixed opportunity set that included both vice and
virtue options, or they chose from a homogeneous set that
included only virtues. A pretest confirmed that, in general,
students at the gym would prefer fresh fruit to candy bars,
whereas students at the fast-food restaurant would prefer
candy bars to fresh fruit.
Participants filled out a brief survey that was unrelated to

this study and were then offered a choice from the respec-
tive opportunity set as compensation. In addition, partici-
pants were allowed to decline this compensation (i.e., as in
Study 1, we offered participants a no-choice option to avoid
response distortions from forced choice; Dhar and Simon-
son 2003). Finally, participants rated how satisfied they
were with their chosen item on a seven-point scale (1 = “not
satisfied at all,” and 7 = “very satisfied”).
Results and Discussion
Our design sampled participants from two subpopulations

of students. Therefore, we limit our analysis to planned
between-subjects contrasts within each sample (within the
gym condition and within the fast-food condition).
We predicted that participants in the gym condition

would be more satisfied with the virtue option when it came
from a mixed opportunity set than from a homogeneous set.
Because 7 of the 38 participants did not choose the virtue
from the mixed opportunity set in the gym condition, and
therefore did not rate their satisfaction with the virtue (pre-
sumably they would have provided lower ratings than their
ratings of the chosen vice), we excluded an equivalent pro-
portion of participants with the lowest satisfaction ratings in
the homogeneous set condition to eliminate any possible
concerns about a selection bias. The results were as pre-
dicted. Figure 4 shows participants’ mean ratings of satis-
faction with their chosen options. Participants in the gym
condition reported greater satisfaction with their selection
of the virtue when it came from a mixed set that contained
both virtues and vices than when it came from the homoge-
neous set (Mmixed = 5.23 vs. Mhomogeneous = 4.47; t = 2.23, p <
.05).
We also predicted that participants in the fast-food condi-

tion would be more satisfied with the vice option when it

Figure 4
MEAN CHOICE SATISFACTION RATINGS AS A FUNCTION OF
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came from a homogeneous opportunity set than from a
mixed set. To again avoid any selection bias, we excluded
eight participants with the lowest satisfaction ratings from
the homogeneous set condition to control for the eight who
did not choose the candy bar from the mixed set. The results
were also as we predicted. Participants reported greater sat-
isfaction with their selection of the vice when it came from
the homogeneous set (Mhomogeneous = 5.56) than when it
came from a mixed set that contained both fruit and candy
bars (Mmixed = 4.68; t = 2.60, p < .05).
Study 4 shows that consumers’ overall utility from real

choices differs systematically across opportunity sets in
ways that correspond to their self-signaling intuitions.
Choosing a vice is associated with more utility when it is
selected from a homogeneous set, whereas choosing a virtue
is associated with more utility when it is selected from a
mixed opportunity set. Study 4 also rules out possible rival
predictions for consequential choices that are not based on
self-signaling. Both regret and cognitive dissonance predict
that the presence of attractive but forgone choice options
reduces the decision maker’s utility (e.g., Bell 1982; Fes-
tinger 1957). Both accounts would have predicted a sym-
metric effect of greater satisfaction with the chosen item
when it is selected from a homogeneous set because that
minimizes potential regret and dissonance, contrary to the
pattern we obtained.

STUDY 5: SELF-SIGNALING AND PREFERENCES
AMONG OPPORTUNITY SETS

The studies thus far demonstrate that the overall utility of
the chosen option varies depending on the opportunity set,
as our self-signaling account predicts. Because consumers
have an intuition about the signaling value of the opportu-
nity sets, as shown in Studies 1 and 2, we further predict that
the anticipated effects of self-signaling on utility from choice
drive preferences between the opportunity sets themselves.
Thus, consumers will strategically seek out opportunity sets
that allow them to derive the benefits of self-signaling.
Standard economic analysis argues that preferences

between opportunity sets should depend only on the most
preferred item, so that a consumer with a preference for
virtues (i.e., who plans on choosing a virtue) should be
indifferent between mixed and homogeneous opportunity
sets that both contain the same virtues. In contrast, our self-
signaling framework suggests that mixed opportunity sets
provide added (dis)utility because they reveal either the
costs or the benefits of temptation. Consumers who believe
they will be able to resist temptation will seek out mixed
opportunity sets that contain both virtues and vices rather
than homogeneous sets that contain only virtues because
mixed sets provide added utility from self-signaling. The
preference for mixed sets will weaken to the extent that con-
sumers fear succumbing to the temptation from the vices
when faced with a mixed set.
To test this prediction, we manipulated participants’

beliefs in being able to resist temptation by varying the tim-
ing of choice. Research on construal-level theory (e.g., Eyal
et al. 2004) suggests that immediate choices between vices
and virtues induce stronger temptation than distant choices.
A consumer who faces a distant choice (i.e., temptation is
weaker) will be more likely than a consumer who faces an
immediate choice (i.e., temptation is stronger) to believe in

his or her ability to resist temptation and thus will seek out
a mixed set as a result of the anticipated self-signaling bene-
fits of choosing from this set (e.g., Mellers and McGraw
2001).
Method
We recruited 110 shoppers in New York City as partici-

pants in this experiment. As in Study 3, each received $1 for
their participation. They read a vignette, in which they were
asked to imagine facing a choice between two hotel stays
with different breakfast menus. Hotel A offered a mixed
menu (with Eggs Benedict and a ham and cheese croissant
as vice items), and Hotel B offered a virtue-only menus.
Both menus contained the same number of items. We counter -
balanced which two virtue items were offered in the mixed
menu at Hotel A. We manipulated between subjects when
individual items had to be chosen for consumption from
each of these menus, the same day (immediate choice con-
dition) or a month later (delayed choice condition). The
dependent variable was which hotel participants chose. We
induced a general preference for choosing virtues by telling
participants to imagine that they preferred to eat healthy but
less tasty dishes for breakfast while traveling, but that they
might be tempted to eat great-tasting but unhealthy dishes
on some occasions. The between-subjects temporal distance
manipulation appears in italics versus brackets.

Imagine that you are leaving for a trip to Los Angeles
today [a month from now]. While traveling, you might
be tempted to eat great-tasting but unhealthy dishes for
breakfast, even though you prefer to eat healthy but less
tasty dishes. Your travel agent has a special arrange-
ment with the following two otherwise identical hotels.
•Hotel A offers both great-tasting but unhealthy items
and healthy but less tasty items for breakfast (see sam-
ple menu below).
•Hotel B offers mostly healthy but less tasty breakfast
items (see sample menu).

Breakfast at Hotel A Breakfast at Hotel B
•Whole-wheat bread with low- •Salt-free whole-grain fruit cereal
fat cheese •Fresh watermelon
•Low-fat natural yogurt •Whole-wheat bread with low-
•Eggs Benedict •fat cheese
•Ham and cheese croissant •Low-fat natural yogurt

Since both hotels are quite popular, you have to make a
reservation now for the trip today [a month from now].
Which hotel do you choose?
[____] Hotel A (where the breakfast menu contains

great-tasting unhealthy items as well as healthy
but less tasty items).

[____] Hotel B (where the breakfast menu contains
only healthy but less tasty items).

[____] It makes no difference.

Results and Discussion
As we predicted, participants’ preference for the mixed

menu over the virtue-only menu was stronger when the con-
sumption choice was delayed than when it was immediate,
as we show in Figure 5 (2(1) = 19.1, p < .0001). Specifi-
cally, a majority of the participants preferred the mixed
menu to the virtue-only menu when the consumption choice
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was delayed (82% vs. 7%; 2(1) = 34.3, p < .0001; 11%
reported that they would be indifferent between the menus,
n = 55). In contrast, that preference for the mixed menu dis-
appeared when the consumption choice was immediate
(45% vs. 42%; 2(1) = .08, p < 1; 13% reported that they
would be indifferent between the menus, n = 55).
A second vignette involving choices among dinner menus

yielded a similar difference in overall utility between the
two delay conditions (2(1) = 5.8, p < .05). Again, partici-
pants strongly preferred the mixed menu to the virtue-only
menu when the consumption choice was delayed (81% vs.
7%, 2(1) = 33.3, p < .0001; 11% reported that they would
be indifferent between the menus, n = 54), whereas the pref-
erence for the mixed menu weakened when the consump-
tion choice was immediate (64% vs. 24%, 2(1) = 10.1, p <
.01; 13% reported that they would be indifferent between
the menus, n = 45).
These findings illustrate an important behavioral implica-

tion of the self-signaling effects of opportunity sets. When
faced with a choice between such opportunity sets, or
menus, consumers prefer to consume virtues from mixed
menus that contain both virtues and vices when they believe
that they can resist the temptation of the vice. These mixed
menus offer consumers additional self-signaling benefits of
choosing virtues. In contrast, when temptation looms large,
entailing possible negative self-attributions from their
choice, consumers prefer to precommit to virtue-only sets
instead. Their beliefs in their own ability to resist tempta-
tion affect the predicted utility of the option they believe
they will choose from a given set.

DISCUSSION
Most consumer choice research has focused on utility as

being associated solely with the outcome. In addition to out-
come utility, the choice context can provide signals that also
function as carriers of utility. One such signal is the (in)abil-
ity to resist temptation from opportunity sets that contain

both virtue and vice options. Across five experiments, we
show that temptation can create self-signaling costs and
benefits for consumers. The utility of an option that con-
sumers choose is reduced (enhanced) when they can inter-
pret their choice as evidence that they have weak (strong)
willpower in resisting temptation. Importantly, these costs
and benefits of temptation arise not only from consumers’
inferences about themselves from what they have chosen but
also from what else they could have chosen. In Studies 1 and
2, we show that consumers believe that a vice option pro-
vides more utility when it is chosen from a homogeneous
rather than from a mixed opportunity set, whereas a virtue
option provides more utility when it is chosen from a mixed
rather than from a homogeneous opportunity set. Study 3
provides a test of the signaling mechanism by manipulating
the signal value of a given choice through the feasibility of
other options in the opportunity set. The results show that
self-signaling utility depends not only on whether these
other options are tempting but also on whether they are fea-
sible. Study 4 examines the effects of actual versus hypo-
thetical choices on consumer evaluations. The results show
that the consumer intuitions about self-signaling that we
explore in Studies 1–3 reflect the utility people derive from
real, consequential choices of vices and virtues from mixed
or homogeneous opportunity sets. Study 5 shows that con-
sumers’ preferences for opportunity sets reflect the costs
and benefits of self-signaling.
The studies in this article examine how consumers’

evaluations of choice outcomes change as a result of differ-
ences in the valence of self-signals that arise from the com-
position of the choice set. Our studies do not directly exam-
ine changes in self-relevant beliefs that drive the differences
in outcome utility. Because our theory implies that choosing
a virtue from a mixed opportunity set provides greater util-
ity because it signals people’s beliefs in their willpower, a
positive trait, we conducted a follow-up vignette study to
directly measure changes in these beliefs as a function of
choosing from homogeneous or mixed opportunity sets (see
Khan and Dhar 2006). Consistent with our self-signaling
hypothesis and our other studies, we find greater belief in
free will (measured on a nine-point rating scale) among par-
ticipants who choose a virtue option from a mixed set
(Mmixed = 5.0, n = 74) than among participants who choose
a virtue from a homogenous set (Mhomogeneous = 4.4, n = 76;
t = 1.9, p < .05 [one-sided test]).
Theoretical Implications and Further Research
Our findings make the following theoretical contribu-

tions: First, we add to the literature on impulsive choice and
self-control by showing that temptation not only entails psy-
chological costs but may also provide benefits that arise
from choice. Prior research has mainly focused on the costs
of resisting temptation through exercising willpower or
incurring precommitment costs from limiting access to
vices (e.g., Ariely and Wertenbroch 2002; Baumeister 2002;
Bénabou and Tirole 2004; Gul and Pesendorfer 2001; Hoch
and Loewenstein 1991; Wertenbroch 1998). We demon-
strate psychological benefits of temptation and also show
that the anticipation of such benefits can guide choices. In
contrast to prior research on self-control by precommitment
that suggests that people limit their access to tempting vices
or avoid opportunity sets that include such vices (e.g., Gul

Figure 5
PREFERENCE FOR MENUS (MIXED VS. VIRTUE ONLY) IN
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and Pesendorfer 2001; Wertenbroch 1998), a consumer
might prefer an opportunity set that includes tempting
options. Thus, paradoxically, including tempting options in
an opportunity set enhances the utility of choosing a virtue.
Virtue and vice become more meaningful in the presence of
each other as available opportunities (see Wertenbroch, Vos-
gerau, and Bruyneel 2008).
Second, we add to the theoretical literature on self-signaling

(e.g., Bénabou and Tirole 2004; Prelec and Bodner 2003) by
providing the first empirical investigation of self-signaling
in consumer choice. We show that the self-signaling utility
that creates temptation costs and benefits depends not only on
what a person has chosen but also on the composition of the
opportunity set. In particular, the opportunity set serves to
amplify the costs of succumbing to temptation and the bene-
fits of resisting temptation. For example, the negative signal
to the self of choosing to consume a candy bar is amplified
when the opportunity set contained more virtuous alternatives.
Thus, the inferences people make about themselves as a
result of their choices also depend on the nonchosen options.
Our findings of self-signaling effects are consistent with

two disparate views of morality in philosophy (e.g., Sher-
man 1997).3 An Aristotelian conception views morality at
the level of virtuous character traits; moral behavior reflects
a stable alignment of passion and deliberation. A Kantian
conception views morality at the level of virtuous actions;
moral behavior reflects a difficult struggle between passion
and deliberation. Self-signaling can be interpreted along
Aristotelian lines, such that a positive self-signal results
from attributions to aspects of the self and the virtuousness
of a person’s character, or along Kantian lines, such that a
positive self-signal results from attributions to the moral
quality of a person’s specific accomplishments. Thus, a per-
son may derive pleasure from resisting temptation by
enhancing beliefs about his or her willpower or by reflect-
ing the goodness of his or her choices. In both cases, the
composition of the choice set matters.
Our findings suggest opportunities for further research

into the following issues. First, it would be worthwhile to
examine the nature of self-relevant beliefs about free will
and its impact on the overall utility of chosen vice and
virtue options. Another question is whether self-signaling
by repeatedly consuming a relative virtue (e.g., Diet Coke)
in the presence of relative vices (e.g., regular Coke) leads to
an automatic transfer of the utility from signaling to the out-
come itself (e.g., Bargh and Chartrand 1999), thereby
enhancing the perceived taste of the virtue over time. Con-
sistent with such a transfer of self-signaling utility rather
than with simple adaptation, evidence indicates that people
may eventually come to enjoy the taste of initially less
appealing yet relatively virtuous products.
Our account of self-signaling effects from the choice con-

text is not limited to consumer choice among products and
thus should extend to decisions outside the typical con-
sumer choice domain we explore here. For example, deci-
sions involving moral conflict and charitable giving should
also be affected by the composition of the opportunity set.
In line with this conjecture, additional data we collected
suggest that self-signaling effects of opportunity set compo-

sition generalize beyond choices of consumer goods (Dhar
and Wertenbroch 2011). For example, a study we conducted
found that people felt better about volunteering at a soup
kitchen when the forgone option was an indulgent Sunday
brunch as opposed to simply having free time.
For many choices, consumption occurs at a later time

than the moment of choice or purchase. Can the costs and
benefits of temptation both arise for the same choice set but
at different times? For example, a consumer who intends to
consume a virtue may choose menus that also include vices
because these allow for positive self-signaling utility. How-
ever, when the moment of consumption arises, the presence
of vice options may be too difficult to resist, resulting in
negative self-signaling utility from consuming a vice. Thus,
benefits from self-signaling may accrue at the moment of
choice, even when the person ends up unable to resist the
temptation at the later moment of actual consumption.
Finally, yet another question is whether the utility from

self-signaling affects how consumers make trade-offs
between vices and virtues over time (e.g., Dhar and Simon-
son 1999; Khan and Dhar 2006; Muraven, Tice, and
Baumeister 1998). The utility from consuming items from
mixed sets might depend on the sequence in which these
items are consumed. For example, a person who has both a
healthy and an unhealthy snack might derive greater enjoy-
ment from each item by first consuming the healthy snack
(in the presence of the unhealthy snack) and then the
unhealthy snack (in the absence of the healthy alternative)
rather than in the opposite sequence.
Managerial Implications
Our research has marketing implications for assortment

and pricing policies and for retailer competition. Retailers
often compete on the basis of the size and variety of their
assortments. In standard economic analysis, the utility of
choosing a single option from the assortment is the utility of
the most preferred item in the assortment. Our findings sug-
gest that, all else being equal, consumer preferences among
assortments are also affected by the utility from self-signal-
ing in the purchase context as highlighted by an assortment.
For example, retailers that sell virtues such as health food
may boost their store or menu attractiveness by including a
few vices. This follows directly from showing that items that
are not likely to be selected from the menu can still enhance
the attractiveness of the menu because of the signaling value
of the nonchosen option.
The pricing of vice or virtue items should reflect the

extent to which utility varies with the opportunity set. All
else being equal, marketers might be able to charge a price
premium for relative virtues (e.g., baked potato crisps)
when they are sold in the presence of vices (e.g., regular
potato chips). For example, Study 2 suggests that a retailer
can benefit from virtue buyers’ higher WTP by designing
assortments of virtue items (e.g., a healthy snacks shelf) that
include a few vice items adjacent to these offerings. Extend-
ing our concept of self-signaling costs and benefits to hedo-
nic and utilitarian goods (Dhar and Wertenbroch 2000), we
would expect similar self-signaling effects on WTP when
consumers face mixed or homogeneous opportunity sets
that include both luxury brands and more utilitarian brands.
In conclusion, our key takeaway is that temptation is not

necessarily only costly; it can also be beneficial to people.
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The costs and benefits of temptation depend on whether the
composition of the opportunity set creates a positive or a
negative self-signal and, thus, a positive or a negative effect
on the utility derived from choice. We have explored at least
one sense in which “it is not good to be without tempta-
tions.” When Ulysses had himself bound to the mast of his
ship to withstand the sirens’ calling in Homer’s Odyssey, he
provided the archetypal example of temptation costs. Had
he not had himself bound and instead kept the option of
steering his ship toward the sirens’ dangerous coast, the
effort to resist that temptation would have served as a costly
signal of his character strength—a benefit of temptation that
is resisted, leading to greater satisfaction. Of course, failure
to exercise the willpower required to resist the temptation
might have spelled a premature end of the Odyssey.
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